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Sexual Harassment Run Amok – A View From The EEOC 

 

This is XpertHR.com—Your “go-to” HR compliance resource for federal, state and municipal law. 

 

David Weisenfeld: I’m David Weisenfeld for XpertHR.com, published by Reed Business 

Information and proudly partnered with LexisNexis. 

 Our most recent podcast featured an in-depth look at superstar 

sexual harassment, with workplace trainer and investigator Alison 

West. With new revelations in claims arising seemingly almost on a 

daily basis, it’s a topic not going away any time soon. So on this 

podcast we’ll again revisit sexual harassment with a focus on what to 

do when the accused harasser is at the highest levels of the 

company, but this time with perspective from EEOC Associate Legal 

Counsel, Carol Miaskoff. 

 The EEOC sees more than 12,000 sexual harassment claims per 

year, so we’re pleased to have Carol with us to discuss these issues 

and more, which are getting more attention than ever. Carol, 

welcome. [0:01:10.5] 

Carol Miaskoff: Thank you so much. It’s a pleasure to be here. 

David Weisenfeld: Great to have you, and Carol, it feels like there’s been an absolute 

explosion of sexual harassment claims the last couple of months. Has 

the EEOC noticed an actual uptick or is this just more the public 

perception because of all the big names who have been accused? 

[0:01:30.7] 

Carol Miaskoff: I think it’s accurate to say that there’s been an uptick, but what there’s 

been an uptick about is people publicly talking about their 

experiences with sexual harassment, and there’s no question that 

there’s been an increase in those conversations and in those 

disclosures on a daily basis, like you say. 

 But you have to distinguish that from the sort of technical, formal, 

legal charges of sexual harassment that people come to the EEOC to 

investigate. And it’s a little early for us to come in yet with data that 

shows an increase in those formal, legal complaints to EEOC, 

because that’s just the way we do our data etc. It’s too early to say 

that. 
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 But I can actually give you some interesting information about hits on 

our website, and we pulled some data about that, and it’s really 

fascinating because if you go back to the day the Harvey Weinstein 

story spoke, which was October 5, 2017, the number of hits that day 

were a little over 1,500, and that was sort of at the high end, typical 

end of the number of hits that we would get per day. 

 Basically if you go forward in time by approximately ten days, you’ll hit 

probably one of our busiest days ever, where we got close to 8,000 

hits on our website on October 16.th. So that’s like 1,500 to almost 

8,000. I’m sorry – it’s actually hits to our sexual harassment 

information specifically, not just our website. So let me clarify that. 

 And it really therefore increased in those ten days by fivefold. Really a 

tremendous increase of people coming to EEOC’s website trying to 

find information about sexual harassment. So that is a number we 

can give you, and it’s pretty striking, I think. 

David Weisenfeld: That’s very striking. I’m sure a lot of the people listening are probably 

wondering what made so many people wait so long. Was it that they 

weren’t comfortable coming forward? It certainly seems like the 

Weinstein story kind of opened the floodgates a bit. What are your 

thoughts? [0:03:48.0] 

Carol Miaskoff: As you probably know, the EEOC had a select taskforce in 2016, 

looking into harassment at large – all kinds of harassment. And one of 

the findings of that taskforce when they did their report later on was 

that the typical reaction to sex harassment, especially by women, is to 

talk to a friend, talk to a family member, but not to come forward and 

make a complaint. And indeed the percentage of people who come 

forward with a real complaint in the workplace is really, really small. 

And we have some data in the report that shows that, frankly, for just 

those name-calling kind of stuff, almost virtually no one comes 

forward with a formal complaint. When you have instances of 

touching, physical touching, something like 8% of people come 

forward. That’s still incredibly small. And when you have sexual 

assault, full-fledged, which is really obviously the worst, you only have 

about 30% of people coming forward, making some kind of formal 

complaint. 

 People are uncomfortable, people are very afraid of retribution, of 

being shamed as a way to get them to be quiet, of having negative 

professional ramifications, and there’s frankly unfortunately plenty of 

documentation that that happens. So the inclination, I think, of human 

nature is to talk to your trusted family and friends. And I found it really 

interesting that some of the celebrities coming forward now, they 

almost always say, “Yes, I talked to my family, I talked to my close 

friends afterwards.” And then when you read in the paper, the 

reporters will say, “Yes, we confirmed this with their family and their 

close friends, and indeed they did talk to them about this experience 

at the time.” And that’s just a very typical kind of reaction. 

David Weisenfeld: Now you mentioned the EEOC taskforce. Is there anything specific 

that it uncovered with respect to sexual harassment that you can 

share, besides that? [0:06:00.9] 
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Carol Miaskoff: Sure. I personally think one of the most interesting things that they 

uncovered was basically some high-risk factors for harassment in the 

workforce, and obviously it applies to sexual harassment too. And 

one of them is very familiar to us now, which is the workplace that has 

a, what they call, ‘high value employee’ – a superstar rainmaker. You 

know, someone who brings the organization either great funds or 

great status or both. And in those situations that really does put the 

organization at risk for more harassment for a few reasons. 

 One is that management may feel or may just frankly guess that they 

should just put up with this in exchange for the benefits this person 

brings. Though there have been studies to the contrary on that. 

 Also people in those positions, when you become so important, 

frankly, I think the psychology of having that importance is to feel at 

some level that the basic rules don’t apply to you. And you get very 

used to having everyone’s deference directed at you, and start to 

think, “Oh well, I don’t have to pay attention to those rules.” 

 And finally, frankly, folks in those privileged positions can often hide 

things more effectively, hide them from the people who matter. And 

maybe the only people who find out are low-level employees who feel 

like they simply cannot afford to report them. So that’s a huge risk 

factor. That’s been in the news lately. 

 But there are other big risk factors that I think are really interesting. 

One is a workforce that has a lot of really young workers in it, 

workforces where people essentially employ a lot of high school 

students or college students who may sort of bring the atmosphere of 

a hallway in high school into the workplace. And that’s dangerous for 

harassment. 

 Another factor we identified in the report which also is interesting is 

that when you go through periods of society where there’s a course in 

social discourse outside of the workplace, that often translates into 

the workplace, and then you can have more harassment. 

 And then finally, where you have workplaces that have a lot of 

homogeneity, a lot of people who are the same, but then you sort of 

plunk into the middle of that someone who’s different, be it racially or 

by gender or by culture or anything else. That just escalates the risk 

of harassment. 

 So I think these risk factors are really just interesting, but also I think 

very helpful, because an employer can look at their own workplace 

and frankly most employers probably have one of these risk factors, 

so it’s not like you’re a bad employer if you have a risk factor. Pretty 

much we all probably do. But you can look and see what they are and 

then proactively try to address the concerns that that raises, so you 

won’t go down that unfortunate path. 

David Weisenfeld: Carol, you mentioned the rainmaking superstar employee. Has a big 

problem been that employers are making cost benefit judgements, or 

at least they were in the past, that it’s cheaper simply to pay off 

accusers than to get rid of a high-performing alleged harasser? 

[0:09:32.3] 
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Carol Miaskoff: Yeah, well I think it’s accurate to say that employers sometimes 

perceive themselves to be in a quandary in this situation, and I think 

they may basically play the odds and without really looking into it 

essentially wager that essentially the cost of a complaint or a 

settlement is relatively low in their view, when you compare it with the 

number of dollars or the prestige that this superstar is bringing to the 

organization. And I think a lot of times that’s a perception, that’s a gut 

sense. It’s not a hard kind of calculation. 

 And indeed there have been some studies even before our current 

experience. Like in 2015 a study from the Harvard Business School 

that actually quantified things and was able to say that essentially the 

loss in productivity you get from having what they call a ‘toxic 

employee’ is typically much greater than the loss you would have 

from just shutting that person down. So this sort of wager that people 

make, this guess that people make, often is just frankly inaccurate 

because the cost in morale and productivity and all these other losses 

to the organization are really tremendous. 

 And then of course that doesn’t even go to, frankly, their reputational 

harm. I mean, just think of all of the companies that are impacted 

now, and the reputational harm to the companies, let alone the 

reputational harm to the individuals. I mean, their superstar status is 

over, clearly. Companies are becoming more and more aware of what 

I might call the ‘business case’, in favor of addressing and dealing 

with superstar harassers. 

David Weisenfeld: I heard a program recently with your EEOC colleague, Chai 

Feldblum, in which she said something right along those lines that 

you just said, that perception actually could be wrong, that it actually 

is cheaper not to keep it under the wraps because you might have 

women or others who simply leave, and then the company has all 

sorts of retention issues. [0:11:46.1] 

Carol Miaskoff: Absolutely. It has retention issues, it has cost of replacing and training 

people, it loses institutional knowledge obviously. I think all of that is 

reflected in that 2015 Harvard Business Review study. So that has 

been quantified. 

David Weisenfeld: Well following up on all of this, Carol, what’s the EEOC’s view on the 

use of non-disclosure agreements with sexual harassment claims, 

because they can sometimes have the effect of leaving a harasser 

like a Harvey Weinstein, in a position to do it again? [0:12:21.0] 

Carol Miaskoff: You know, what I can tell you is when EEOC brings a litigation 

involving sexual harassment and we settle it or we reach a consent 

decree at the beginning, we never have non-disclose agreements, 

and that’s in part because when we litigate we’re litigating in the 

public interest, and we’re litigating for enforcement of the federal 

laws. And we will never have a non-disclosure agreement. That’s just 

our practice. And we sort of, as much as possible, even outside of 

litigation, try to discourage such resolutions, but there’s sometimes 

like a mediation or something like that, where really, essentially, it’s 

totally between the parties and what they want to do. So we obviously 

must respect that, but in our own litigations we just simply don’t go 
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there, because our goal is to change practices and to improve 

workplaces. 

 And then I’d also like to make one legal point, which is that as a legal 

matter, even if someone signs a non-disclosure, EEOC’s position 

would be that they could still come to the EEOC and file a charge. 

And that’s because we are enforcing the law and we’re doing this in 

the public interest, not in their sort of personal interest. So our sort of 

mission in this area continues regardless, and I want people to 

remember that they can always come to the EEOC and file a charge. 

David Weisenfeld: The New York Times had a recent story that sexual harassment 

cases show the ineffectiveness of going to HR for complainants, and 

I’m sure for some of our listeners that probably isn’t the best news to 

hear. But what’s your view on that? [0:14:12.8] 

Carol Miaskoff: Well I think what our select taskforce came out with was that really 

the most effective set-up is where a company provides a lot of 

different avenues for someone to complain, a lot of different options. 

And, you know, HR can certainly be one of them, but typically there 

are other options also. There may be an anonymous hotline, there 

may be something online, there may be having an informal 

conversation with a manager or supervisor who the individual is 

comfortable with. Really having an array of options, I think, has been 

shown to create a situation where workers feel as comfortable as they 

could with the idea of reporting this to the employer. So I think that’s 

really important. 

David Weisenfeld: Again, we’re speaking with EEOC Associate Legal Counsel Carol 

Miaskoff. Carol, how can employers make employees feel more 

comfortable along those lines coming forward, when the harasser is 

the boss or someone even higher, like the CEO or company 

president? [0:15:21.2] 

Carol Miaskoff: Yeah, that’s obviously a difficult situation, when the harasser is the 

top dog. I mean, that’s a tough situation however you cut it. 

Nonetheless, I think if the company has persisted in having an 

effective kind of training for harassment and having other leadership 

figures – I’m going to assume not the harasser, but other leadership 

figures truly invested in anti-harassment practices – and if they have 

procedures in place that have a lot of different ways people can report 

and a lot of different people that they can go to, I think all of these 

things basically will all help create a situation where somehow the 

information can come to management. 

 You know, the bottom line – and this is sort of where you find the 

contradiction when it’s the leader doing this, what they call the C-

suite, their top executives – they have to model taking action, 

following up, being decisive on harassment. They have to model that, 

they have to do it, and they have to treat everyone the same, be it 

that top-rank person or someone way at the bottom of the food chain 

in the organization. And that is the really critical piece. 

 So that’s sort of when, essentially, leaders need to earn their big 

bucks and step forward and do what they need to do, when it’s 

another leader doing the harassment. And that’s tough. I don’t want to 
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pretend it’s not. But that’s sort of where the rubber meets the road, so 

to speak. 

David Weisenfeld: And Carol, turning to investigations, when someone comes forward 

with an accusation against someone high up in the company is there 

a common mistake that you or your colleagues at the EEOC see with 

how companies are responding with these types of investigations? 

[0:17:16.6] 

Carol Miaskoff: In terms of common mistakes, I think there is perhaps always a 

human tendency to want to shy away from the confrontation involved 

in these things, and to delay pursuing it, and to not really push the 

rocks out of the way, so to speak, and see what’s going on 

underneath. There’s this understandable, I think, human reluctance to 

do that. 

 That really comes back to the theme I guess I’ve been emphasizing, 

is that I think the way to counteract that understandable reluctance is 

to have both the real commitment, the real buy-in from top leadership, 

demonstrated accountability enforced by top leadership, and then 

frankly a lot of options for reporting and a lot of different people who 

can do the investigation, depending on who the alleged harasser is. 

Basically flexibility – that’s really important. Accountability and 

commitment. 

David Weisenfeld: Carol, just to ask you a broader question because not every sexual 

harassment case involves a household name – it just seems that way 

the last few weeks. What can employers do better to prevent sexual 

harassment in general before it starts? [0:18:32.6] 

Carol Miaskoff: The EEOC is doing some new kind of training now and I don’t sort of 

mean it all to be an advertisement for it, but the training that we’re 

doing is in terms of prevention, trying to move away from training that 

just focuses on: when does sexual harassment become so awful that 

it crosses the line into illegality? When is it illegal and what’s your 

legal obligation for doing this and that? When you sort of focus on 

that, you essentially take for granted that there’s going to be this 

whole swath of behavior, frankly, that can all lead to unlawful 

harassment but that in and of itself might not be illegal. So it’s not 

dealing with the whole sort of workplace environment. 

 And our new training is really trying to focus on some real, real 

basics, like getting along at work and being respectful to each other. 

And as I say that I realize that, “Oh Carol, that sounds so basic. 

Almost childlike.” And certainly we don’t mean it that way at all. But 

it’s a real challenge, I think, to retain a respectful tone in the 

workplace when you do have a big mix of people – different kinds of 

people, of different genders, of different levels of power – all coming 

together in one workplace. And to have training that focuses on 

basically working together well and how do you deal with someone 

who’s annoying you or for whatever reason that just gets under your 

skin. How do you deal with that in a respectful way? 

 So that’s sort of the focus of our new training and we do think it helps 

to reset the bottom-line tone in the workplace, the goal being that you 

don’t start down that slippery slope that tends to basically slip over 
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the line into unlawful harassment. So you don’t even start down there. 

You avoid it completely. 

David Weisenfeld: Now you mentioned a line. Does your training go into kind of the gray 

areas where maybe conduct is unwelcome but doesn’t rise to the 

level of sexual harassment? [0:20:52.2] 

Carol Miaskoff: Absolutely. That’s the point of our training, which is to talk about the 

gray areas, because if you don’t talk about the gray areas you could 

say you’re essentially saying, “Well it’s okay, whatever goes on in the 

gray areas, as long as it doesn’t cross the line.” And that doesn’t 

really work, both in terms of the atmosphere in the workplace, in 

terms of the disincentives to employees who are the victims of that 

kind of harassment. It still may raise retention problems, even if it’s 

not technically at the level of unlawful. And frankly, even from a legal 

perspective, because if you take a lot of little offensive conduct that’s 

going on and on and on in a practice over time, at a certain point it 

does become so pervasive that it does become illegal. So the goal is 

to just not let that happen. Don’t even get close to that. 

David Weisenfeld: Carol, I’m sure a lot of people are wondering, “What can I do to 

ensure that my company doesn’t find itself on the wrong end of an 

EEOC complaint?” whether it be in this area or otherwise. So what 

can you tell them? [0:22:03.7] 

Carol Miaskoff: I think it’s really important that management remains connected to 

what’s going on in their workplace, and connected sometimes 

meaning literally walking around, seeing what’s going on, what the 

atmosphere is, how people are relating to each other. 

 I think it’s also really important that management work on having 

procedures that they can verify, that their employees are comfortable 

using. And sometimes they have to do some studies or some surveys 

to understand that, but to really look in and see what we have in 

place, how do the employees feel about it? Do they think it helps? Or 

do they really think it’s pointless? And if they think it’s pointless, how 

can we start to understand what that is about and therefore how to 

change that? 

David Weisenfeld: And speaking of procedures and policies, do you have a final thought 

as to how to get buy-in from top leadership to ensure that they’re on-

board? [0:23:07.6] 

Carol Miaskoff: Well in terms of getting buy-in from top leadership, I think what you 

just have to do is frankly show them the headlines that people are 

seeing every day in the newspapers, on the news, in social media 

etc. and the reputational risk and therefore the business risk to the 

organization is abundantly clear. The risk here is simply that if you 

don’t work on this issue and identify the problems and get better 

procedures in place, that the organization is at risk. I think that’s one 

of the things that’s so striking about this moment that we’re in now, is 

that the sort of common wisdom, so to speak, has just shifted, has 

turned on a dime from frankly a situation where sometimes top 

leadership would say, like I was saying before, “I perceive, I’ll wager, 

try to just push it under the rug, it’ll end up in a better place.” I think 

that’s just been turned on its head. Now you can say, “I perceive, I 
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wager that if I don’t do something it’ll be worse and that I have to do 

something and make sure that my company’s not the next one that 

goes down here.” 

David Weisenfeld: Okay, we’ll let that be the last word. Again, our guest has been EEOC 

Associate Legal Counsel Carol Miaskoff. Carol, we appreciate your 

insights and perspective. [0:24:33.2] 

Carol Miaskoff: Of course. It’s been fun. 

David Weisenfeld: I’m David Weisenfeld. We hope you’ve enjoyed this podcast. 

Continue listening regularly for more podcasts on key employment-

related issues, including another recent program on superstar sexual 

harassment, and why salary history bans are on the rise. 

The opinions expressed in this program do not represent legal advice, 

nor should they necessarily be taken as the views of XpertHR or its 

employees. XpertHR.com is published by Reed Business Information, 

and is proudly partnered with LexisNexis. 

For more information about XpertHR, our subscription offering, or our 

50-state Employee Handbook, call us toll free at 1-855-973-7847. 

Again, that’s 1-855-973-7847. 
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